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Abstract 
Blanchard and Fabre (1994) have considered description of symbolic systems by sequences 
obtained by iteration of two mappings $1, and d,, defined by g,(u) = u[u], and L/, J u[u]:, m here 
the word [u], is obtained from a word u by removing the last ,j symbols. They stated a conjecture 
thal the iteration of (I, results in an automatic sequence. We prove here that t/, ix. while (1) 1s 
not, a 2.automatic sequence. Our result is obtained by investigation of two wider classes of 
sequences. 
1. Introduction 
The area of symbolic dynamics remains for a long time one of the important sources 
of challenging problems stimulating investigation of infinite sequences of symbols (see 
e.g. [9]). One of the essential questions consists in finding a simple, but powerful 
enough, finite tool for description of single infinite sequences, and/or of sets (lan- 
guages) consisting of infinite sequences. Finite state automata, because of their sim- 
ple and well-known properties from the finitary case, have been applied in various 
ways in description and recognition of infinite sequences. One-way infinite uzltormrtic 
.srrpr~zcr.s [4], originally introduced in [S] as unifbwz tag wcpwrzc~.r, are a particularly 
important class described by finite-state automata, providing a quasi random. but close 
to periodic (or periodic), order of symbols in the sequence (cf. [2]). They have been 
subject of several generalizations [l], and, among lots of other applications, proved to 
be one of the principal tools for description of .SJW&/~C s~~sterns, being shift-invariant 
sets of double-infinite sequences. 
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In [3] the authors considered description of symbolic systems based on sequences 
resulting from iteration of mappings g, and dj, defined by g,(u) = u[U]j and d/ = u[u]~ 
where [U]j is obtained from a word u by removing the last j symbols. They have shown 
that, for j = 1, these sequences define symbolic systems. They stated a conjecture that 
for j > 1 the iteration of dj results in an automatic sequence, and hence the result can 
be extended. We will prove the conjecture here, by showing that the limit of iteration 
of d, is always a 2-uniform tag sequence in the sense of [5]. 
A tag sequence is obtained by applying a length-preserving morphism to a substi- 
tutional sequence, being a result of iteration of a morphism. Such a sequence can be 
equivalently described by a tag machine [5]. In Section 3, we will describe a modi- 
fication of the tag machine model, suitable to generate iterations of yi and dj, which 
will bring us to consideration of two more general classes of mappings, one including 
g,, the other including dj. We will show that the iteration of the mappings of the 
latter class leads to 2-uniform tag sequences, while the same is true just for a limited 
subclass of the former class, not including the mapping g,. 
2. Preliminaries 
We denote N = (0, 1,2,. .} the set of all natural numbers. By I we denote the identity 
mapping (on any set). 
An infinite sequence s = (s;)~~N of elements is periodic if, for some p 3 0, q > 0, 
and for all i EN, s~+~+, =sP+i. In such case p is the length oj’pre-period and q the 
length of period of s. The values of p and q are not unique, p can be replaced by 
any greater number, and q by any its multiple. 
Let Z be an alphabet. We denote by 1% the set of all (finite) words over C, by 
1x1 the length and by x R the reverse (mirror image) of a word x, by 3, the empty 
word. Further, for p EN, we denote CP = {x E C”; lx/= p} and CP* = {x E C*; 1x1 is a 
multiple of p}. A (one-way) infinite word or a sequence over C is an infinite sequence 
of symbols from Z, i.e. a mapping N +C. The concutenution of two words x (finite) 
and y (possibly infinite) is denoted as x.y. Then x is a [proper if y # 11 prejix and y 
is a [proper if x # ik] sufix of x.y. We will omit the operational symbol “.” and use it 
just to improve readability. For k, m EN and a word x, 1x13 k, we denote by pre&(x) 
the prefix and, for finite x, by s&(x) the suffix of x of length k. If 1x1 >k + m, we 
denote by k[x], the word x without its prefix of length k and suffix of length m; hence 
x=prefk(~).k[x],.~~f,(x). We omit subscripts equal to 0, and use the notation ~[x] 
for infinite x as well. 
Let Z,T be alphabets, S a set. 
For a mapping f : S + r*, we denote f R : S + r* the mapping defined by f R(x) = 
(f(~))~. f is [p]-uniform, if for some p E N and for all x ES, If(x)] = p, we denote 
If I = p in that case. 
We call a mapping cI : Tp + l-J’, for some p EN, to be a jixed-length mapping (or 
j-mapping ) on r. Then a is p-uniform, ICYI = p. The concatenution of two fl-mappings 
X./Y on I‘ is the &mapping ix.@: I”ir~tl~il -+ ~lrl+i@ defined by a.@(x) = ~(~~~~~,(x)).~~ 
(,s~,fi~~~(x)). For n f N, d”) : T”irl -+ Pl’~ is the nrlz powrr of ct, defined ~ndllctiveIy: 
$“r Z: 1 on r0 E (,i_), and $“i’) (x)= ~(iJ’(~x]~,~)..(.suf;li(x)). The &MY of rx is the 
mapping (but not an f&mapping) x* : FirI* --+ f’i’i* defined by T*(X)= x(IxI’I”~)(x). We 
will perform the mapping-conacatenation of a closure of an A-mapping with fl-mappings 
as well. 
x, y E: c” by /z(xy) = ~?(x)~(y); h can be further extended to map 27” to f”’ as well. h 
is [~-]i~~z~~/ri?z. if it is [~“]unifo~ on Z. 
A mapping m : C” -+ .Z* is extendible in w E L’* - {>}, if for each n 20, m”(w) 
is a proper prefix of tn”+ r(w). I n such case the limit of the iteration of m on w is 
an infinite word denoted by m”‘(w). Hence, a non-erasing morphism k is extendible 
in a one-symbol word a, iff ~~~~~(~~(ff)) =CL Following [S], an it&n&e word is a [p-] 
~~i~~~~~~~~l &rg .s~‘~il~~~~~~ (y32), if it can be expressed as ~~(~~(~)) for some symbol 
u, [I-)-]uniform morphism hr extendible in a, and a l-uniform morphism hl. ‘The ith 
symbol of a p-uniform tag sequence can be generated by a finite-state automaton by 
processing the notation of i in base p. We will use the following properties of uniform 
tag sequences. 
Throughout the rest of the paper, let r denote a fixed (but arbitrary) alphabet, 
and Cn.h the alphabet defined for given numbers prr.hrqa.h, ph,qb EN, q,,h,qh > 0 as 
follows. Denote 
-L=(~i;~=O >... ,p*,b+qU.h- I>, 
c’“‘={h;;i=o ,..., p.h+q I1 0 u. h-l}, k = 0. . , pi, -i- qb -- I 
alphabets consisting of pairwise distinct symbols. Further denote 
= {bf;;i==O ,..., p<,.t,-t-qu,/,- 1, k-0 ,..., ph+qh- I}, 
=f- An./2 = c,, LJ C/T. 
For each of the alphabets 2;,, Cr’, consider the finite sequence of its symbols writ- 
ten in the increasing order of indices. We pe~odi~all~ extend these finite sequences 
by introducing equivalent notation for the alphabet symbols defined as Q.+.~,, /) I a,, 
ebq, ” z bf’ for i> prr,br k>,O, and bF+y” = hf for k 3 ph, i 20. In this way we obtain 
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the periodic sequences of symbols 1= (ai),!?o, irk = (bf): 0, 0 <k < ph + qb, each of 
them having the pre-period length pa,b and the period length qa,b. The sequence of 
sequences b = (“bk)k”_ s is then periodic as well, with the pre-period length ph and the 
period length qb. 
Finally, let the morphism $ : C& + Czh be defined for i, k B 0 as 
zb -+ Ci, be (possibly partial) mappings, $-’ being a right inverse 
of II/, and $‘R = ($“)R. If ia,b # 0, then there are two ways to chose I,-’ (and I,-~), 
in this case I/-’ is not defined for symbols with the lower index equal to 0. On its 
domain, $-’ is a morphism. The mappings $R, $-R have the following properties. 
Proposition 2. For all x,x’ E C&, i, k E N, 
(i) GR(xx’) = $R(~‘)~R(~), $-R(xx’) = $PR(x’)$-R(x), 
(ii) i[$R(X>lk = $R(k[Xli), i[fR(X)Ik = $pR(k[Xli>. 
3. Modified quadratic and palindromic mappings 
A substitutional sequence obtained by iteration of a morphism h starting from some 
initial letter a, being a prefix of h(u), can be described by a tag machine [5], consisting 
of a one-way infinite tape, a reading head and a writing head. Initially, both heads are 
positioned at the first tape field containg the symbol a, the other tape fields are empty. 
In one step the reading head reads the contents b of the scanned field and moves to 
the next field. The writing head moves to the right while writing the word h(b). Each 
step results in a longer initial portion of the substitutional sequence. 
The tag machine may be modified to compute iterations of the mappings gj or dj. 
Assume the tape of the machine contains a word x. In one step, simulating one appli- 
cation of gj or dj to x, the reading head makes a move along the whole word x and 
backwards. The writing head moves during the backward move of the reading head 
only, copying the scanned symbols. When simulating y,, the reading head starts at the 
right end of x, moving to the beginning of the tape and back. The writing head is 
writing with the delay of j symbols, to avoid copying the suffix of length j. When 
simulating d,, the head starts at the left end of x moving into the right end and back. 
During the backward move the writing head copies the scanned symbols, skipping the 
first j of them. At the beginning of each step, the writing head sets a marker on the 
current field. This marker limits the movement of the reading head and is erased by 
it, when found. 
To delay copying, the tag machine is equipped with a finite buffer. The existence of 
such a buffer enables the machine to perform a more complex transformation of the 
input word. Instead of simple copying the symbols, we will consider here the machine 
to map fixed-sized portions of the input. We will consider just length-preserving (i.e. 
fl-)mappings, thus the next iteration will be easily applicable. Using the buffer during 
the first pass of the reading head through the input word, the machine can store a prefix 
and a suffix of a fixed length. We will assume, that the machine replaces the prefix of 
length i, and suffix of length j, by a new prefix and suffix (possibly of different, but 
fixed, length), each depending on both the original prefix and suffix only. 
We can describe the action of our modified tag machines more formally by two (par- 
tial) mappings HI~.~.~.~~,~), d[i. j,rr.p.c] : r* * r* as follows. Let, for some fixed i,,j t ,V, 
7r:r’ x r’ 4 ri”I, p : r* + r*, (T: r; x i-1 - r h 1 1 be mappings (we will specify 11 
more precisely later). Then for x E r*, 1x13 i + ,j. we define 
!II,.,.,,,,.,l(x)=X.~(P~(‘f;(X),S~~~;;(X)).I~(i[Xlj).o(Pr~f;(x).stlf;(x)). 
(1) 
~~~,.,.n.,,.rr](x)=x.n(pr~~(x),s~f;(x>).I)R(,[Xl,).~(pl.~~~(X)..~Uf;(X)). 
When the mappings from (1) are repeatedly applied, starting from some initial word 
uer*, Iul>i + j, the fi rs argument of TC and o is always equal to yrrf,‘(u). We t 
can therefore make the definition of z and CT independent on i by fixing the the first 
argument, then start the iteration of y or (1’ from ;[u] instead of u, and apply (1 ) with 
i = 0. The resulting new sequence will differ from that obtained starting from u by 
the missing prefix p/$(u) only. Following (iii) of Proposition I. 1, the new sequence 
is a uniform tag sequence iff the original one is. Hence, it is sufficient to adopt the 
following simplified definition of our mappings. 
Let for a fixed number j E N, rt : r/ + r’“i, p : r* - r”, (T : r/ + Vi be mappings. 
Let the mappings 01 ,.n ,,,. ,,I. d[i..,,,,,) : I‘” -* T* be defined for w E I‘“, /WI > ,j as 
Y[,.fi.r,.~](w)=W.~(SZ”f;(W)).P([Wli).~(S~~;JI(W))~ 
(2) 
d[,.rr.,‘.‘T](W) =w.n(stlf;(w)).pR([Wl,).(7(Sl!f;(W)). 
We will omit the subscript [,j, n, p, O] whenever there is no danger of confusion. 
Let us now have a closer look at the mapping 0. If j= ]cr and if p = I, then both 
y”(u) and u”‘(u) have the shape [u]~.s.p.[u]f.s.p.. .[u]f.s.p.[u]f.s where the parts de- 
noted as s.p (not necessarily all the same) are formed by the newly added suffixes and 
prefixes, each being of length /oI+ 1 xi, and [u]; denotes [u]j for 8, and [u]j or ([u],)~ 
for d. We will assume p to be a composition of local mappings, preserving the above 
internal structure of the word g”(u) and cl”(u)], i.e. mapping independently the parts 
s.p and the parts [u]:. Then p has to be composed as a length-preserving mapping 
p = x.(/i.r)“, (3) 
where r, fl are two fl-mappings on r satisfying i/j1 = 101 + 1x1. The mappings 9 and rl 
are then applicable to u iff (u( - (j + 1x1) IS a multiple of 1% + ]/Ii. In that case it is 
easy to verify, that if the mapping CJ, [c&] is defined by (2) using (3) then whenever 0 
and u’ are applicable to a word u, i.e. whenever /ul- (,j+ 1x1) is a multiple of /“A/ + l/ii. 
then all powers of (1 and of u’ are applicable to u as well. This remains true, even if 
we allow a finer decomposition of p of the form (3) satisfying the condition 
/fr + 1x1 - IfiI is a multiple of /r( + l[j]. (4) 
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Then the [II]; parts are mapped by a@.~)*, the s.p parts by P.(cc/?)*. Such form of 
p may be applicable even in the case j # /(TJ. We will discuss this possibility in 
Section 4.2. 
For the rest of the paper, we will assume that the mappings y, d are defined by (2), 
where p satisfies (3) and (4). We will call mappings of this form to be modified 
quadratic mapping, and modijied palindromic mapping, respectively, since for j = 0, 
gj(U) is the square of u, and for j =0 or j= 1, 4(u) is a palindrome. For 1x1 = 1, 
!I = 1, IDI = InJ = 101 = 0, we have the original mappings gj and dj. 
4. The sequences go(u) and d”(u) 
Based on analogical shape of the mappings g and d, we will deal with them in 
parallel, proving several assertions being common or similar for both of the mappings. 
We therefore introduce a common notation, having however, slightly different meaning 
for the two mappings. We will distinguish two cases. First, in the case j = 1~~1, we 
describe two 2-uniform tag sequences over Ca,b, denoted as g and d”, closely matching 
the shape of g”(u) and d”(u), respectively. Later we consider the case j # 1~1. 
4.1. The case (~1 = j 
For g or d to be applicable, the initial word u has to be decomposable as u = ut u2 
where Iut I - I I r is a multiple of (Ix] + I/?]), (uz/ =j. 
We denote for both mappings g and d, for i, k > 0, 
so = u2> %+I = Q(Si), pi = 4%) 
and separately 
for the mapping g: J&r the mapping d: 
a0=w, ai+l = W.cx>*(ai>, a0=h, ai+j = aR.(/3R.aR)*(ai), 
h/j = sk.p~, b;+, = /?.(a./l)*(h”), b; =sk.pk, bf+, = /lR.(aR.pR)*(b;), 
where the superscripts do not denote powers. Then 
for the mapping g: for the mapping d: 
g’(u) = a0s0, do(u) = aosO, 
g’(u) = aobialsl, d’(u) = aobzalsr, 
g2(u) = aobtalbialbyazs2, d2(u) = aob~alb~a2b~als2, 
Since 0, rr, CI, p are fl-mappings, it is easy to observe that the sequences 5 = (SO, st , . .), 
fi = (po,pl,. . .), ii = (ao, al,. . .), and each hk = (b$, b’;, . . .), are periodic, Moreover, the 
sequence (bg , b; , . . .) is periodic, hence the sequence “b = @,1b’. . .) is periodic as well. 
Let us chose for ph,qh a common length of the pre-period and period, respectively, of 
fi and S (and, consequently, of ^b), and for po,h,qu,h a common length of the pre-period 
and period, respectively, of P and 6. In the case of the mapping d we choose (ii,,/, to 
be even. Based on these values, we construct the alphabet Cri,~,. 
We will now describe 2-uniform tag sequences S and 8, and later we will show that 
they match the structure of g”‘(u) and d”‘(u), respectively. 
Let 11: Z(T,,, 4 Z(T.,, v: Cz,, i Cz, be morphisms (if p(,,/, # 0, 11 is not defined for 
symbols with the subscript 0) definkd for i, k 30 by 
Actually, in the case of the mapping (I, 1’ coincides on its domain with ,M. hence we 
will use directly ~1 in our further considerations. 
Since q,.h is even, 2[(pa.h+qrr.h+i)j2j = 2[(p,h+i),/21 +qu,h, therefore the definition 
of p for the mapping d is consistent regarding the periodicity of the sequences of 
symbols. ,H is extendible in ao, so we may define for the mapping cj 
and for the mapping d 
The following lemmas list some basic properties of p and its iterations 
Lemma 1. For n E N, 
Proof. The case n = 0 is trivial, the case n = 1 follows from the definition of ,u, V, and 
is used in the inductive proof for n > 2. I7 
Lemma 2. For n, i 30, for both mappings y and d, 
Proof. By induction on n. 0 
In the case of the mapping d we will need two additional properties 
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Lemma 3. For the mapping d, jbr n, k > 0, c E Ca,b, 
(i> ~~f~(P(c>> = prefi (v”(c)>, 
(ii) W(a2k+1>11 = W(~2k+2)11, I w(a2k+l >I = I W(a2!f >I. 
Proof. By induction on K 0 
Lemma 4. For n, i, k 3 0, 
for the mapping y: for the mapping d: 
bY~:Nl = w(4+i+l III, w(~~+;)ll = I [v”@2~(n+i);2]+1)1? 
I bV$+, )I = bY~2~(,,+r+l )p2] 111. 
Proof. By induction on n. The assertion is trivial for n = 0. Let it be valid for some 
n 3 0. Then in the case of the mapping 9 we obtain 
/A’+‘($) = [~L”(ak+i+lb~+l)]l 
= [~~(ak+i+l).iull(b~+‘)Il 
= Cl”(ak+-+I).[C1”(6k+‘)]l 1 I 
= P”(Q+~+I ). W(Q+~+~ )I I id. bp. 
= P”(Q+;+I ).[P”(@+~+~ )]I id. hyp. 
= [PnCak+i+lbk+i+l O III 
= [P”+l(ak+i+l )]I. 
In the case of the mapping d denote Ck = suji(p”(ak)) [=prej;(v”(ak)) by Lemma 31. 
Then 
(i) b”+‘(~f+~+~>l~ 
= [Pn(u2[(n+l+i)/21+I n+l+i bkcl 111 
= b%2~(n+l+r),‘2]+l >.,W:~f+j)ll 
= [P(a2r(n+l+i)/21+l>11 .~2[(n+l+i)/21+1 .[~“(b~~~+i)ll 
= I[V~(~~+~+~)I.C~~(~+I+~)/~~+I .I[v”(u~~(,,+I+ );.~~+I)I ind. bp. 
= I [f(bi+;+2). f(a2r(n+l+i):21+l >I 
= l[v”+‘(u2~(n+l+i)~2]+l >I 
(ii> ~[v”+‘(b~+~+~)l 
= I [v”(b~=,I+,).v”(~2r(n+i)/21+2)1 
= l [v”(bk+’ n+~+;)1~C2~(n+r);2]+2~l[V”(u2~(n+i)/21+2)1 
= b”(~2r(,+1+~+1),121 )II .C2r(n+i)/21+2.[iUn(b~=l 111 id. hyp. 
= c/~‘7(~2~(11+,)‘2J+2)II .(.2/(,1+l+i).2]+2’l.~“(h~=l )I1 
= IP’lk!~(,i+,~ 2,+2~.P’VZ III 
= IF”’ I(q(,+) 21-2)ll 
= [,#+‘(~72r(,,,_~) 21+1)]1 Lemma 3(ii). :I1 
We will now show that there is a correspondence between the sequences $j, d and 
(J’(u), u”“(u), respectively, described by the morphism (p : 2$, 4 f * defined (for both 
.L/ and u’) as 
This morphism need not be uniform, since a, and bf may be of different length. We 
will use the following two important properties of cp (p is defined by (3) and (4)). 
Lemma 5. 
for the mapping 9: for the mapping d: 
(i) /I 0 (p = 47 0 $ on C,.(Ch.C,)*, OR 0 Cp = Cp 0 l,bR on ~,.(~h.~,)*, 
(ii) cp 0 /l is 0 utz(fi)rm morphism, cp o ~1 is a uniform morphism. 
Proof. (i) Induction on the length of the mapped word. (ii) follows from the definition 
of ~1 and cp. 0 
To prove our main result, being actually a corollary of Lemma 7, we need one more 
supporting lemma which can be easily proved by induction. 
Lemma 6. For II 3 0 
for the mapping y: for the mapping d: 
(i) ~w&m)) = s,,, sLlf;(d”(u)) = s,,, 
(ii) C/“+‘(U) = ~~“(u).P,~.P~[(u~~~~~,~.~,,+I, u”‘(u) = d’~(u).p,,.pR([(U”‘(u)I,).S,,. I. 
Lemma 7. For n 3 0 
for the mapping .L/: for the mapping d: 
H’YU).P,I = cpw’f-bl)) d”(u).p,l = qW-‘Cd) 
Proof. Induction on n. For n = 0 we have 
,fbr the muppiny q: fbr tlze muppiny d: 
B’(U).PO = a0.so.p0 dO(u).pO =: aO.sO.po 
~ &GP(m =z cpbl).~P@~) 
= VOY~ON. = cp(d(Qo>>. 
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Let now the assertion be true for some n. Denote p = InI. Then 
jbr the mupping g: for the mapping d: 
P([gYU)lj) ~R([d”(~)lj) 
= dkIn(u).Pnlj+p) = pR([d”(U>.Pnlj+p) 
= P([cP(~““+‘(ao))l,j+p) 
R 
= P ([cP(p 
r1+ I
(ao))lj+p) ind. hyp. 
= d[cpW+‘(ao>l’ .%)lj+p) = pR([dW+‘(aO>l’ .G>lj+p) 
Lemma 2 
= d[dW+‘(a0)l’)~cp(~;f)l,+,) = pR([cpW+‘(aO)l’ >.c~(G)l,j+~) 
= P O ~(LPn+‘(~o)ll) = pR 0 cP(W+‘(ao)l’) 
= q 0 $W+‘(a0>1’ 1 = cp 0 $RW’+‘(aO)I’ > 
Lemma S(i) 
= CPU+ O PL”+‘(~o)ll) = P(’ WR O Pn+‘(ao)l) 
= cp([P”+’ O ‘Mao)ll) = cp(,[v”+’ 0 $R(uo)]) Lemma 1 
= cp([P”+‘(Q )I’)> = 4n(1 [vn+‘(a’ )I), 
and, consequently 
jbr the mapping g: 
cf+‘w.Pn+l 
= s’i(u)~Pn.P([s”(U>lj>~S~+l .Pn+l 
= cp(~L”+‘(~o>.[~L”+‘(~l)l’).~(~~+’) 
= cp(~“+‘(ao>.[~~+‘(b~)ll).~(~~+‘) 
= cpW+‘(ad$)l .bi+‘) 
= cp(p”+‘(ao@>> 
= cp(~“+2(a0>> 
Corollary 1. 
for the mapping g: for the mapping d: 
g”(u) = cP($‘(a0)), d”(u) = cp(~W(ao)). 
for the mapping d: 
d”+‘(u).p,+’ 
= d”(u).P,.pR([d”(u)lj).S~+’ 
.pn+l Lemma 6(ii) 
= cP(1*“+‘(ao)).cp(‘[” n+‘(a’ )I) 
.cp(bi+’ ) ind. hyp. 
= cPW+‘(ao). I [v”+‘(@)l> 
.cp@;;+’ >
= cp(~*““(ao).[~~“(b~)l’) 
.q(bi+’ ) Lemma 4 
= cp(W+‘(aob:)l’.b;j+‘) 
= q(p”+‘(aob~)) Lemma 2 
= cp(P”+2(Ql)) 0 
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Denote s = jol. 
Let us consider the mapping y first. We will just provide two examples, one for ,j <s. 
one for ,j>s, when #“(u), for a particular word u, is not a 2-uniform tag sequence. 
Let us define on the alphabet Z = {a,h) the mappings ~1 : x i--i x.[x],, (1-1 : x.x.h, 
i.e., for ~1 .j= I, s=O, and for 9-1 j=O, s= I. Let us consider the sequences c_l$(uh) 
and &,(u). We will prove that neither of them is a 2-uniform tag sequence by using 
the following lemma. 
Proof. Let us denote C = hl;l’(ao), and further, for r30, k 30, c,:k = c’(2” -+ t.) and, 
for ~2 1, c‘__~,~ = e(2k+r’ogrl - r) (the positions in a sequence are numbered start- 
ing from 0). Then for r 30, II 20, G(2” + r) = hz(c,-.,), and for P 3 1, II 3 [log ,-I, 
5(2”--1.) = !Q(c_,:,,_~,~~J >. The symbols c’,,k can be computed by the recurrent relations 
c’o.0 = ~~~~,(~I(~~)), ~.k+i =~~~~~~,(hi(c~)), and c-1.0 = ao, c.-IA-+.I = ~~~~(~?I(~-,.~ 1). 
The sequences (co.~)z~, (c_[.k)gO are therefore periodic, in their pre-period and pe- 
riod no symbol of d is repeated. Since L’,.+,. =szlf,(17r(lf;.i.,(kl’“““““(co,~ ))), c_,,~> = 
prL~~‘,((S~~!-f;.(hr”F1.’ (ccI,x_))), the sequences (S(2n + u)),?=~~ and (3(2” - ~))~_,,oir,,, are 
periodic with the sum of the lengths of the pre-period and of the period not exceeding 
/A\. 3 
In the following lemmas we state some properties of 611 and {/_I. The first two of 
them are trivial observations. 
Lemma 9. I;i,r 12 30 
(i) ls;(ab)l y= 2” + 1, igll,(a)[ = 2” -- 1, 
(ii) prqf&?(ab)) = ah, sz&+,(g”,(a)) = ah”. 
Proof. induction on k. For k = 0 the assertion is trivial. Let for k->, 1. &(ah) = x.&h. 
Then, following Lemma 9(C), g’;“+2(ab) := z.dab.t for some word z, and following 
Lemma IO, y’(‘+2iiti (ab) = x’.&‘b for some word x’. 0 
We can now conclude our consideration of the mappings ~1 and y- 1. 
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Lemma 12. Neither g;^‘(ab) nor g”,(a) is a 2-uniform tag sequence. 
Proof. To prove the assertion for gy(ab), we will apply Lemma 8 after proving that 
the sequence (gy(ab)(2”)),“=0 is not periodic. Assume it is, the lengths of its pre- 
period and period being p,q, respectively. According to Lemma 9(i), gy(ab)(2”) = 
sufi (g;(ab)), hence, for k 3 p, suf, (gf+‘(ab)) = suf, (gf(ab)). Let us apply Lemma 11 
and choose m > p such that gy(ab) = xaqb for some word x. Then b = suf, (g;l(ab)) = 
suf,(g”+q(ab)) = a - a contradiction. 
To prove the assertion for g?,(a), we will again apply Lemma 8. Using the no- 
tation from there, assume g:,(a) = hz(h’f(ao)). Let us choose no EN big enough 
to satisfy 2nn >21’1(,0 + 3). Denote Y = no + 3. Let us assume that the sequence 
(g!!l(a)(2n - r))Erlogrl is periodic with the lengths of its period and pre-period being 
p,q, respectively, p+q<ldl, q>l . We have no> [log(no+3)1 s/d]>, [logvj +p. 
Then, applying Lemma 9(ii) we obtain a = pref, (sz&,~+, (g’@l (a))) = g?, (a)(2n0 -r) = 
gE,(a)(2”0+3q - r) = prefi(sufl,+,(g~~3q-2(a))) = b - a contradiction. 0 
Using the property of Proposition l(ii), one can easily construct examples of the 
mapping g for any values j,s, s # j such that the result of infinite iteration of g on 
some input word is not a 2-uniform tag sequence. 
Let us now consider the mapping d. This mapping defined by (2), (3) (4) can be 
applied iteratively to some initial word u (of a suitable length) just in the case when 
Ij - sl is a multiple of (1~1 + /PI). Let it be the case. We distinguish two cases 
I. s 3 j: Let n’ : P ---f rs-jfp, CT’ : r” + Ts be defined for x E r” by 
n’(x) = 71(su~(x)).((z.B)*(pr%-i(X>>>R, 
o’(x) = a(suf;(x)). 
Then for any word w, (WI >s 
4,,wvJl(W) 
= ~~~(su~(~>>~~R~~wlj)~~(s~~(w)) 
= w~~~su~~su~~w>>~~~~~~wl~~~~a~B~*~suf,-j~~wlj~~~R~a~suJ;~su~~w~>> 
= w.~(s~~(s~~(w))).((a.P)*(pre~-i(s~J;(w))))R.pR([wl,).o’(s~~(w)) 
= w.71’(SUf,(W)).pR([Wl,).0’(SU~(W)) 
= ~[s,.‘,p,cq(W)~ 
where 10’1 = s; therefore Corollary 1 applies to dIj,n,P,bl as well. 
II. s<j: For a sujficiently long word w 
pre~-,(sufi(drj,n,p,ai(w))) 
= P~~~-,(~~J;(~(~~fi(w>>.~R([wlj).~(~~~(w>)) 
= preJ-,(su~-,(pR([wlj).o(su~(w)))) 
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= ~ref;~,s(suJ;~.~(PR([wl,>>> 
= ~r~f;--~t~~re~-.~(~([wlj))lR 1 
= br~~;-;_,Mw)lR 
= [(r.P)*(pytif;_,(W))lR 
= [(a.P)*(pr~~~_.~(d,i.,.,,,~,(w)))lR. 
The result of iteration of the mapping dLj,n,,l,,] starting from a word w is the same 
as the result of iteration starting from the word d [,,n,P,(3~(~). We may therefore assume 
that we start from u satisfying pref;_,(suf;(u)) = [(x.[~‘)*(pu<fi_,~(u))]~. By a simple 
inductive argument we obtain for ti 3 0 
pr~~;~,,(.stlf;(d;,,~,~,.~,(u)) = [(~.~)*(P~rJ_,s<~,>IR 
Let 0’ : TJ + I-/ be defined for x E Ti as a’(x) = [(~./I)*(pr<~~_,(x))]~.o(x). Then 
d[,J,,.f7l(u) = u.n(suJ;(u>).pR([Ul,).~(SUJ;(U)) 
= u.~(suf;(u)>.((~.lI)*(l,ref;s(u)).p(,~.s[ul,))R.~(SUJ;(~)) 
= u.71(SUJ;(U)).pR(i-.~[ulj).((X.P)*(py~~;~.~(U)))R.(T(SUf;(U)) 
= ~v~~~_,~(~>.j-,s[~l.~(~~~J;(U)).~~R(,-~[Ul,).~’(~~~(U)) 
=~~~~~~.s~~).~~j.~,l~.~~~(~-sl~l). 
Consequently $. n, (I, gl (u) = pref;_,(u).d;‘),,,,,.,,(,_,[u]) Considering (ii) of Proposi- 
tion 1, d’[‘:,n,,,,,l(u) is a 2- uni orm tag sequence, since /r~‘( = j and Corollary I applies f 
to d[,.K,@T’]. 
The following theorem, where, generally, the assertion (i) cannot be extended to the 
case 10.1 # j, summarises our main result. 
Theorem 1. Lef g,d be dejined by (2), (3) und (4), und let u be a word such thcrt 
(~1 >(j + 1x1) and lul - (j + 1x1) is (I multiple of’ 18c/ + I[ii. Then 
(i) If’ 101 =j th en g’“(u) is a 2-un$xm tug srqurncr. 
(ii) !f’(lcJ -A 1s a multiple oj’(l~l + I(f thrn d”‘(u) is u 2-unifbrm rrrg sequencc~. 
4.3. The mupping di 
The mappings gi and dj from [3] can be characterized by (2)-(4) where we chose 
r~ = I, 1x1 = 1, IpI = 1x1 = lgl = 0. In the construction of the sequence d corresponding 
to the mapping di, the only symbols belonging to Cu,h will be a~, ~1, hi, by. For 
our convenience, we will rename them and use the alphabet Zu.h = {a,G. b,h}. The 
morphisms $,p : Cz,, + Zz,,, from Sections 3 and 4 are defined as 
- _ 
$:awZ 5-a bHb bHb, 
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We denote 
C&J = $‘(a) = abcfiba&bab&abGbabZbabababababab . . 
Given an arbitrary initial word u of a suitable length, we may, if necessary, start the 
iterative applications of dj from d,(U) instead from u. We may therefore assume, that 
u can be decomposed as u = xyxR, where 1x1 = j. Then we have d;‘“(u) = x.cp(&,h), 
where the morphism cp : .Z& + r* is defined as 
The sequence $,b is interesting for its internal structure. We may define the shuf- 
jle operation on two sequences 2 =x0x1x2.. ., f=yoy,yz... of symbols as 2 1 f== 
xoyoxi ~1x2~2 . . . (The operation 1 is neither commutative nor associative.) For exam- 
ple, for the well-known sequence of Thue [7,8], (for some properties see [6]) ? and 
its dual sequence i’ where ? = 0110100110010110..., ?’ = lOOlOllOOllOlOOl... we 
have i J, i’ = ?, and ?’ J, i = ?‘, . If we denote by “‘,I2 the limit sequence (fixed 
point) of iterated left shuffling of the sequence 2, i.e. the sequence satisfying 2 J, 
“I% = 2, then ? = O.(O1l?), i’ = 1 .(‘““?). 
In our case C&J can be decomposed as &,b = (aa)“’ j, ‘“L((bb)‘“). 
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